Fingerless Spring Mitts
2 colour Tunisian crochet
You will need:
5mm double-ended hook
Yarn in 2 colours
50g Main colour A
50g Contrast colour B
Stitch marker
Needle

Abbreviations:
Ch = chain
Sl St = Slip stitch
TSS = Tunisian slip stitch
TPS = Tunisian purl stitch
TKS = Tunisian knit stitch

Note:
Working Tunisian crochet in the round means doing the return pass
before you have picked up all the stitches. For the rounds worked
in colour A for both pick up and return pass I have called these A1
and A2. You may want to split a single ball into 2 or work from the
centre and from the outside at the same time.

Free pattern not for sale, reuse or mass production. You may sell final products. Enjoy!!

Foundation row:

Round 11:

Using colour A1 ch 30. Join with a sl st into
first chain. Continue to pick up loops from the
back bumps of the chain. Use A2 for return
pass. (30)

Start with tss 1, continue pattern across the 6
picked up stitches and continue the round.
Return pass with B
Round 12 – 15

Place a stitch marker in first stitch
Round 1 - 4: Ribbing
In A1 *tks 1, tps 1
Repeat from * using A2 for return pass
Round 5: Honeycomb pattern
In A1 *tss 1, tps 1
Repeat from * using colour B for return pass
Round 6:
In A1 *tps 1, tss 1
Repeat from * using B for return pass

Continue honeycomb pattern A1 to pick up, B
for return pass
Round 16
Tps2tog, tps 1, tss 1, tps 1, tss 1, tps2tog
*tss 1, tps 1 Repeat from*
Round 17 – 21: Ribbing
In A1 *tks 1, tps 1
Repeat from * using A2 for return pass
Slip stitch A2 to join the round.
Use the needle to weave in loose ends.

Round 7-8 = Round 5-6
Round 9:
Using A1 and B together, chain 6
Skip 4 vertical bars
Keep loop made of A1 and B on the hook
Resume pattern with tss 1 in the 5th vertical
bar using A1.
[tss, tps] round
Return pass with B
Round 10:
Pick up 6 loops from the chain
Resume pattern with tps
[tps, tss] round
Return pass with B

Free pattern not for sale, reuse or mass production. You may sell final products. Enjoy!!
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